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Larger, Longer-Lasting Increases in Federal Medicaid
Funding Needed to Protect Coverage
By Aviva Aron-Dine, Jessica Schubel, Judith Solomon, Matt Broaddus, and Kyle Hayes
Medicaid is central to the health care system’s response to the current public health and economic
crises. Millions more people will likely enroll in Medicaid in coming months because of the
recession, the large majority of whom would otherwise become uninsured. For example, Urban
Institute researchers estimate Medicaid enrollment will increase by 8 to 14 million people (16 to 29
percent) if unemployment climbs to 15 percent, consistent with estimates from the Congressional
Budget Office (CBO) and other forecasters. Medicaid programs are also incurring other additional
costs because of COVID-19, including new investments to protect enrollees and help physicians,
hospitals, and other health care providers respond to the crisis.
The growing need for Medicaid coverage and services coincides with an unprecedented state
budget crisis. Based on current economic forecasts, state budget shortfalls will total about $650
billion over the next several years, even larger than during the Great Recession. During past budget
crises, states restricted Medicaid eligibility, including for seniors, people with disabilities, and
pregnant women; made it harder for eligible people to get and stay covered; eliminated or cut key
benefits; and cut payments to physicians, hospitals, nursing homes, and other providers. Under
current circumstances, such cuts would not only worsen low-income people’s access to care, health,
and financial security, but also would undermine the response to COVID-19.
To protect health coverage, policymakers need to substantially increase the federal government’s
share of total Medicaid costs (the federal medical assistance percentage, or FMAP). The Families
First Coronavirus Response Act took a useful first step, modestly raising the FMAP for the duration
of the official public health emergency and incorporating maintenance-of-effort (MOE) protections
that keep states from imposing new eligibility restrictions or terminating coverage while receiving the
extra federal funds. But the Families First provision is inadequate in three respects:
• It provides far less funding than states need. Its 6.2 percentage-point FMAP increase is
much less than federal policymakers provided during the Great Recession and too small to
significantly discourage Medicaid cuts or encourage investments to address COVID-19.
Together, the Families First FMAP funding and other flexible state fiscal relief in the
subsequent Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act will fill only a small
fraction of projected state shortfalls.
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• It will end too soon. The downturn will likely continue well beyond the official public health
emergency, with CBO now projecting that unemployment will still stand at 9.5 percent at the
end of 2021. That means states will likely still face large budget shortfalls — and intense
pressure to cut Medicaid — when the Families First funding and coverage protections end.
• It does not apply to enrollees covered through the Affordable Care Act (ACA)
Medicaid expansion. That’s a serious problem because states that have expanded Medicaid
will see much larger enrollment increases during the downturn and will likely incur higher
costs related to COVID-19.
In its next COVID-19 response bill, Congress should include additional FMAP increases that, as
the bipartisan National Governors Association has urged: (1) automatically adjust to meet need
based on the depth of the downturn; (2) continue until the labor market (and thus state budgets)
have truly recovered; and (3) apply to costs incurred for people covered through Medicaid
expansion. Additional FMAP increases should also incorporate strong MOE protections for
beneficiaries. The FMAP proposal in the Take Responsibility for Workers and Families Act (H.R.
6379), which House leaders introduced on March 23, meets all these principles; Congress should
quickly adopt this or a similar policy.
Additional FMAP increases are needed even if Congress also provides other forms of state fiscal
relief, as it should. Unlike other federal aid to states, FMAP increases protect health coverage by
reducing states’ cost per dollar of Medicaid spending, incorporating MOE protections, and
automatically providing more funding when Medicaid enrollment or costs increase more than
expected. So while Congress can address state budget shortfalls using a variety of mechanisms, a
substantial portion of the needed assistance should come in the form of additional FMAP increases.

Medicaid Is Crucial to COVID-19 Response
Strong and effective state Medicaid programs are crucial to addressing COVID-19. But Medicaid
programs are under strain, incurring additional costs due to the economic and public health crises.
Medicaid Will Cover Millions Who Would Otherwise Become Uninsured
As people lose their jobs or experience income declines in coming months, Medicaid will grow to
meet need, preventing millions of people from becoming uninsured. Sharp spikes in uninsured rates
would be harmful at any time — creating financial hardship, keeping people from accessing needed
care, and costing lives. But under current circumstances, rising uninsured rates would also
undermine the public health response to the virus, since uninsured people with COVID-19
symptoms may be afraid to seek testing or treatment that they worry they cannot afford, delaying
detection of new cases.1

The Trump Administration has proposed to cover hospital costs for uninsured people receiving COVID-19 treatment
using a portion of the $100 billion in hospital funding Congress provided in the CARES Act. For a discussion of why
this is no substitute for comprehensive coverage, see Christen Linke Young et al., “Responding to COVID-19: Using the
CARES Act’s Hospital Fund to Help the Uninsured, Achieve Other Goals,” Health Affairs, April 11, 2020,
https://www.healthaffairs.org/do/10.1377/hblog20200409.207680/full/.
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Bipartisan State Calls for Additional Medicaid Funding
State policymakers on a bipartisan basis have urged Congress to provide additional FMAP
increases, on top of the modest increase in the Families First Act.
• National Governors Association. “As noted in our previous supplemental request letter,

governors continue to seek a temporary increase in Federal Medical Assistance Percentages
(FMAP) from 6.2 percent to 12 percent, to help address the needs of Americans who have lost
their jobs and employer-sponsored health insurance due to COVID-19. This increase should
apply to states and territories that expanded Medicaid. The temporary 6.2 percent FMAP
increase in the Families First Coronavirus Response Act (Pub. L. 116-127), is half of the
average 12 percent FMAP increase states received from the 2009 Recovery Act. Governors
request that the 12 percent FMAP be retroactive to Jan. 1, 2020, and remain until Sept. 30,
2021, regardless of unemployment conditions. After Sept. 30, 2021, the 12 percent FMAP
increase should not be reduced until the national unemployment rate falls below 5 percent.
Governors also request additional FMAP increases be determined based on the increase in a
state’s unemployment rate” [emphasis added].a
• National Association of State Medicaid Directors. “The 6.2 percentage point FMAP increase in
the Families First Coronavirus Response Act (FFCRA) is a helpful step for bringing fiscal relief
to states. . . . However, states will experience unprecedented increases in enrollment
applications as newly unemployed individuals turn to Medicaid for health insurance. States
have never experienced as sudden shock in unemployment in such a short timeframe as they
are experiencing today. . . . An additional FMAP enhancement is necessary to provide states
with the fiscal support necessary to meet these increased demands on the Medicaid program.
. . . These enhancements should extend beyond the COVID-19 national emergency, as the
program’s heightened needs will not be directly tied to COVID-19.”b
• American Public Human Services Association (association representing state and local health
and human services agencies). “Increase the Federal Medical Assistance Percentage (FMAP)
up to at least 12% and extend the increase beyond the public health emergency to absorb
increased demand for services during the economic recovery . . . and phase out the increase
gradually over time based on economic conditions.” c
a National Governors Association, April 21, 2020, https://www.nga.org/policy-communications/letters-nga/governorsletter-regarding-covid-19-aid-request/.
b National Association of Medicaid Directors, April 13, 2020, https://medicaiddirectors.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/04/NAMD-Medicaid-Requests-for-COVID-19-Legislation.pdf.
c American Public Human Services Association, April 10, 2020,
https://files.constantcontact.com/391325ca001/7e59b34b-1e83-433e-82bd-4522dff54285.pdf.

CBO projects that the unemployment rate will peak at 16 percent in the third quarter of this year,
while Goldman Sachs projects it will reach 15 percent.2 Urban Institute researchers project that an
unemployment rate of 15 percent would result in an additional 8 to 14 million people enrolling in

Phill Swagel, “CBO’s Current Projections of Output, Employment, and Interest Rates and a Preliminary Look at
Federal Deficits for 2020 to 2021,” Congressional Budget Office, April 24, 2020,
https://www.cbo.gov/publication/56335 and Goldman Sachs, “Reopening the Economy,” April 15, 2020.
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Medicaid, a 16 to 29 percent increase.3 Over 40 percent of the additional enrollees are expected to be
children.
Individual states are already seeing large increases in Medicaid applications or enrollment, even
though Medicaid applications typically lag behind applications for unemployment benefits (which
started surging in mid-March). Arizona, Hawaii, Nevada, Ohio, Utah, and Washington have reported
spikes in applications or enrollment in late March or early April.4
A large body of research finds that most people who enroll in Medicaid, even when the economy
is stronger, would otherwise have been uninsured.5 This is likely even more true during a deep
recession, when fewer people have coverage available through an employer.
Medicaid Covers Many of Those at Elevated Risk From COVID-19
While Medicare is the primary source of acute care coverage for seniors, Medicaid still covers
many of those at greatest risk from COVID-19. As of 2019, it provided health coverage to about 10
million adults aged 50 to 64, and it covers millions of younger people with underlying health
conditions that increase their risk from COVID-19.
Medicaid also covers Medicare premiums and cost sharing, nursing home care, and/or home- and
community-based services (HCBS), such as home health aides and personal care assistants, for
millions of seniors. HCBS are especially important during the current public health crisis since they
help seniors and people with disabilities remain in their homes, where they are generally safer from
the virus than in nursing homes. But providing these services is also unusually challenging under
current circumstances, with health care workers struggling to keep themselves, their clients, and their
families safe.6

Bowen Garrett and Anuj Gangopadhyaya, “How the COVID-19 Recession Could Affect Health Insurance Coverage,”
Urban Institute, May 2020, https://www.rwjf.org/en/library/research/2020/05/how-the-covid-19-recession-couldaffect-health-insurance-coverage.html.
3

See Arizona Health Care Cost Containment System, “AHCCCS Population Highlights: April 2020,”
https://www.azahcccs.gov/Resources/Downloads/PopulationStatistics/2020/Apr/AHCCCSPopulationHighlights.pdf;
Shefali Luthra, Phil Galewitz, and Rachel Bluth, “‘The pandemic is like a punch in the mouth:’ Medicaid faces new
challenges amid US coronavirus outbreak,” Kaiser Health News, April 3, 2020,
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2020/04/02/coronavirus-medicaid-storm-unemployed-us-moneyhealth/5119126002/; Hawaii News Now, “Applications for food stamps, Medicaid soar as layoffs mount in Hawaii,”
April 9, 2020, https://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/2020/04/06/applications-food-stamps-medicaid-soar-layoffs-mounthawaii/; Catherine Candisky, “Coronavirus puts Ohio’s safety nets to the test,” Columbus Dispatch, April 6, 2020,
https://www.dispatch.com/news/20200406/coronavirus-pandemic-puts-ohiorsquos-safety-nets-to-test; and Simone
Del Rosario, “State Medicaid agency expecting tidal wave of applicants in coming weeks,” Q13 Fox, April 8, 2020,
https://q13fox.com/2020/04/08/state-medicaid-agency-expecting-tidal-wave-of-applicants-in-coming-weeks/.
4

Aviva Aron-Dine, “Eligibility Restrictions in Recent Medicaid Waivers Would Cause Many Thousands of People to
Lose Coverage,” Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, August 9, 2018,
https://www.cbpp.org/research/health/eligibility-restrictions-in-recent-medicaid-waivers-would-cause-manythousands-of.
5

See, for example: Alice Miranda Ollstein and Joanne Kenen, “Disabled, elderly going without home care amid shortage
of protective gear and tests,” Politico, May 2, 2020, https://www.politico.com/news/2020/05/03/home-carecoronavirus-229723.
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Medicaid Programs Are Responding to COVID-19
Many state Medicaid programs are proposing or implementing new policies to respond to
COVID-19 and maintain access to physical and behavioral health care during the public health
crisis. While some of these policies are low cost, others are expensive to implement. States are:7
• Expanding

or strengthening HCBS for seniors and people with disabilities, for
example by temporarily expanding services and supplies such as home-delivered meals and
adaptive technology (19 states); expanding settings where HCBS may be provided, such as
hotels, schools, churches, and temporary shelters (34 states); increasing payment rates (19
states); providing retainer payments to help keep HCBS providers from reducing services (30
states); waiving service limits and prior authorizations (27 states); and paying family caregivers
(25 states).

• Making

it easier to enroll in coverage during the public health crisis, for example by
accepting self-attestation for all eligibility criteria (11 states); allowing people living temporarily
out of state due to the public health emergency to retain state residency (8 states); adopting a
simplified/streamlined application (3 states); and expanding presumptive eligibility (which lets
providers and other qualified entities temporarily enroll people who appear eligible for
Medicaid) to seniors and people with disabilities (5 states).

• Making

coverage and care more affordable, for example by eliminating copayments and
other cost-sharing charges (14 states) as well as premiums (13 states).

• Making

it easier for people to get their prescription drugs, for example by allowing early
refills (34 states); increasing the maximum supply or quantity limit of certain drugs (34 states);
and making changes to preferred drug lists (12 states).

• Allowing beneficiaries

to skip unnecessary trips to the doctor, for example by
suspending (42 states) or extending (36 states) prior authorizations for health care services and
items through the end of the public health emergency.

• Expanding

telehealth capacity for physical and behavioral health care, for example by
conducting virtual HCBS evaluations and person-centered planning meetings (35 states);
paying some telehealth services at the same rate as face-to-face visits (39 states); waiving or
reducing copayments for telehealth services (20 states); and giving providers more flexibility to
provide telehealth services (all states, including the District of Columbia).

• Expanding

or strengthening their health workforce, for example by increasing payment
rates and supplemental payments to certain providers (11 states); making it easier for out-ofstate providers to enroll in their Medicaid programs (48 states); and allowing providers to offer
health care services in alternative settings, including unlicensed facilities (40 states).

Without More Federal Help, Many States Will Likely Cut Medicaid

For a list of approved state policies, see Kaiser Family Foundation, “Medicaid Emergency Authority Tracker:
Approved State Actions to Address COVID-19,” accessed on May 4, 2020, https://www.kff.org/medicaid/issuebrief/medicaid-emergency-authority-tracker-approved-state-actions-to-address-covid-19/.
7
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Without additional, longer-lasting federal assistance, many states will likely cut Medicaid or
shortchange needed investments to respond to COVID-19, leading people to lose coverage or
access to critical services during the public health and economic crises.
Growing Medicaid Needs Coincide With Unprecedented State Budget Crisis
Forecasters now project that the current downturn will be deeper than the Great Recession, and
the labor market will likely take several years to recover. CBO, for example, projects that
unemployment will reach 16 percent in the third quarter of this year, average 10 percent in 2021, and
remain at 9.5 percent at the end of 2021.8 Goldman Sachs projects that the unemployment rate will
reach 15 percent later this year and remain elevated into 2022.9
A downturn this severe will create massive budget challenges for states. Based on the historical
relationship between unemployment and state revenues and safety net program costs, a 1percentage-point increase in the national unemployment rate corresponds to a roughly $45 billion
deterioration in state budgets.10 That means states would expect to see shortfalls of about $650
billion through state fiscal year 2022, based on the CBO and Goldman Sachs forecasts — a budget
crisis even worse than they faced during the Great Recession and much worse than following the
2001 recession.11 (See Figure 1.)

8

Swagel, op. cit.

9

Goldman Sachs, op. cit.

Matthew Fiedler and William Powell III, “States Will Need More Fiscal Relief: Policymakers Should Make That
Happen Automatically,” Brookings Institution, April 2, 2020, https://www.brookings.edu/blog/usc-brookingsschaeffer-on-health-policy/2020/04/02/states-will-need-more-fiscal-relief-policymakers-should-make-that-happenautomatically/.
10

In most states, fiscal year 2022 ends June 30, 2022. Michael Leachman, “New CBO Projections Suggest Even Bigger
State Shortfalls,” Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, April 29, 2020, https://www.cbpp.org/blog/new-cboprojections-suggest-even-bigger-state-shortfalls.
11
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FIGURE 1

Moreover, these estimates are based on the relationship between unemployment and state budgets
during prior recessions. They do not include the additional costs states will incur to respond to
COVID-19, and they may understate the drop in sales tax revenues states will see in this recession
due to social distancing.
Past Budget Shortfalls Led to Harmful Medicaid Cuts
During past downturns, states have responded to shortfalls in part through harmful Medicaid
cuts. Even states that usually are strongly committed to maintaining and expanding health coverage
have cut Medicaid when they faced severe budget pressures. Notably, however, states made many
fewer Medicaid eligibility cuts during the Great Recession than in the much smaller 2001 downturn,
largely due to timely, significant FMAP increases that included MOE protections. (See Figure 2.)12

Data on number of states making cuts to benefits and provider payments are from Laura Snyder and Robin Rudowitz,
“Trends in State Medicaid Programs: Looking Back and Looking Ahead,” Kaiser Family Foundation, June 21, 2016,
https://www.kff.org/medicaid/issue-brief/trends-in-state-medicaid-programs-looking-back-and-lookingahead/view/print/. Data on number of states restricting eligibility are from annual Kaiser Family Foundation Medicaid
budget surveys, https://www.kff.org/medicaid/report/medicaid-budget-survey-archives/.
12
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FIGURE 2

Many States Cuts Eligibility, Benefits, and Provider Payments During Early 2000s
Following the 2001 downturn, the federal government did not provide additional Medicaid
funding or other state fiscal relief until almost two years into the state budget crunch; even then, the
assistance was modest. As Figure 1 shows, state budget shortfalls in the early 2000s were far smaller
than those now projected for the next few years. Still, states made significant Medicaid cuts,
including:13
• Eliminating coverage for “optional” enrollees

states were not required to cover under
federal law. For example, Colorado and Texas restricted eligibility for pregnant women;
Connecticut, Kansas, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Missouri, Nebraska, New Jersey, North
Carolina, North Dakota, South Carolina, and Texas restricted eligibility for parents; Florida,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, and Wisconsin

Examples of state Medicaid cuts in the early 2000s are from Leighton Ku and Sashi Nimalendran, “Losing Out: States
Are Cutting 1.2 to 1.6 Million People from Medicaid, SCHIP, and Other State Health Insurance Programs,” Center on
Budget and Policy Priorities, December 22, 2003, https://www.cbpp.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/12-2203health.pdf; and Vernon Smith et al., “States Respond to Fiscal Pressure: State Medicaid Spending Growth and Cost
Containment in Fiscal Years 2003 and 2004,” Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured, September 2003,
https://www.kff.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/states-respond-to-fiscal-pressure-state-medicaid-spending-growthand-cost-containment.pdf.
13
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restricted eligibility for seniors and people with disabilities; and Alabama, Alaska, Colorado,
Florida, Maryland, Montana, Tennessee, and Utah restricted eligibility for children covered
through Medicaid or the Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP).14
• Imposing

additional premiums and cost sharing. For example, Arkansas, Kentucky,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Oregon, Rhode Island, Texas, Vermont, and Wisconsin imposed or
increased premiums for adults or children covered through Medicaid or CHIP. Many states
also imposed new or higher copayments. Extensive research has shown that premiums
significantly reduce low-income people’s participation in health coverage, while cost sharing
deters use of needed care.15

• Making

it harder for eligible people to get or stay covered. For example, Arizona,
California, Connecticut, Indiana, Nebraska, Texas, and Washington shifted from reassessing
eligibility for either adults or children every 12 months to every six months. The Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services later concluded that with more frequent redeterminations,
“many eligible beneficiaries lose coverage at renewal for procedural reasons, only to reapply
and to regain eligibility, soon after losing coverage.”16

• Dropping

coverage for “optional” benefits they were not required to cover under
federal law. For example, 16 states eliminated or restricted dental coverage for adults; states
also eliminated or restricted vision coverage and made cuts to HCBS.17

• Cutting

payments to providers. Nearly all states cut or froze Medicaid payment rates for at
least some providers: physicians, hospitals, and/or nursing homes.
FMAP Increases During Great Recession Helped Mitigate Cuts

While the Great Recession led to much deeper state budget shortfalls than the 2001 recession, few
states made cuts to eligibility levels — the direct result of additional federal Medicaid funding and
the beneficiary protections that came with it. The 2009 Recovery Act increased state FMAPs by
about 10 percentage points, on average, from October 1, 2008 through December 31, 2010 (with a
peak increase of 11 percentage points), and relief was subsequently extended through June 30, 2011.
The accompanying MOE protections prevented states from introducing more restrictive eligibility
requirements.
Without the additional funds, “[most states] could not have continued to support the substantial
Medicaid enrollment growth they have experienced,” the Government Accountability Office (GAO)
found, adding that the funds “were integral to maintaining current eligibility levels, benefits, and
Eligibility restrictions took various forms. For example, some states lowered income limits or otherwise narrowed
eligibility criteria, some froze enrollment for optional groups, and several eliminated transitional Medicaid coverage for
parents existing cash assistance programs or coverage for “medically needy” seniors and people with disabilities with
incomes above eligibility levels but very high medical costs.
14

Samantha Artiga, Petry Ubi, and Julia Zur, “The Effects of Premiums and Cost Sharing on Low-Income Populations:
Updated Review of the Findings,” Kaiser Family Foundation, June 1, 2017, https://www.kff.org/medicaid/issuebrief/the-effects-of-premiums-and-cost-sharing-on-low-income-populations-updated-review-of-research-findings/.
15

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, “CMS-2349-P: Medicaid Program; Eligibility Changes Under the
Affordable Care Act of 2010,” August 17, 2011, https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2011-08-17/pdf/201120756.pdf.
16

17

Snyder and Rudowitz, op. cit.
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services and to avoiding further program reductions.”18 Similarly, Kaiser Family Foundation
researchers found that Recovery Act funding and MOE protections largely prevented states from
adopting the types of eligibility restrictions they introduced during the previous downturn and
mitigated other cuts.19 For example, 36 states said the additional federal funding helped them avoid
or limit benefit cuts for fiscal year 2009 (and 37 states for 2010), while 38 states said it helped them
avoid or limit cuts to provider payments for 2009 (35 states for 2010).20 And a study by the
American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) concluded that the Recovery Act FMAP increase
helped protect HCBS from cuts in many states, although growth in HCBS still slowed during the
state budget crisis, according to the Kaiser study.21
But the additional Medicaid funding, coupled with other state assistance, fell well short of filling
state budget gaps, and, as Figure 2 shows, states still adopted cuts that the MOE allowed.22 Many
states, for example, eliminated or reduced coverage for “optional” benefits or services, such as adult
dental coverage. States also cut costs by making it harder for people to enroll, such as by laying off
or freezing hiring of eligibility workers, which led to backlogs as the number of people urgently
needing coverage rose. And the large majority of states froze or cut provider reimbursement rates.
States Now Considering Deep Budget Cuts
Large budget shortfalls are already emerging and beginning to drive budget decisions in many
states.23 A number of governors have instructed state agencies to plan for large, across-the-board
cuts, including Medicaid cuts. States have also imposed broad hiring freezes, which could lead to
delays in processing applications for Medicaid and other needed assistance.24
Government Accountability Office, “One Year Later, States’ and Localities’ Use of Funds and Opportunities to
Strengthen Accountability,” March 3, 2010, https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-10-437.
18

19

Snyder and Rudowitz, op. cit.

Vernon K. Smith et al., “Hoping for Economic Recovery, Preparing for Health Reform: A Look at Medicaid
Spending, Coverage, and Policy Trends,” Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured, September 2010,
https://www.kff.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/8105.pdf.
20

AARP Public Policy Institute, “Weathering the Storm: The Impact of the Great Recession on Long-Term Services
and Supports,” September 27, 2020, https://assets.aarp.org/rgcenter/ppi/ltc/2010-10-hma-nasuad.pdf.
21

Examples of state Medicaid cuts during the Great Recession are from January Angeles and Judith Solomon,
“Recession Threatens State Health Care Programs,” Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, March 4, 2010,
https://www.cbpp.org/research/recession-threatens-state-health-care-programs and Snyder and Rudowitz, op. cit.
22

Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, “States Grappling With Hit to Tax Collections,” updated May 4, 2020,
https://www.cbpp.org/research/state-budget-and-tax/states-start-grappling-with-hit-to-tax-collections.
23

See, for example: Antonio Olivo, Erin Cox, and Gregory S. Schneider, “Hogan freezes non-coronavirus spending,
seeks broad cuts as pandemic’s grip on region grows,” Washington Post, April 10, 2020,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/hogan-freezes-non-coronavirus-spending-orders-broad-cuts-amidpandemic/2020/04/10/6102de7e-7b32-11ea-9bee-c5bf9d2e3288_story.html; Jackie Valley and Riley Snyder, “Sisolak
asks state agencies to prepare for up to $687 million in budget cuts,” Nevada Independent, April 3, 2020,
https://thenevadaindependent.com/article/sisolak-asks-state-agencies-to-prepare-for-up-to-687-million-in-budget-cuts;
Dan Boyd, “State hiring freeze likely first of many budget cuts,” Albuquerque Journal, April 24, 2020,
https://www.abqjournal.com/1447131/state-hiring-freeze-first-of-many-likely-budget-cuts-ex-governor-were-going-tohave-to-reduce-expenditures.html; Jacob Fisher, “DeWine enacts hiring freeze, eyes $14 billion cut to state budget,”
Cincinnati Business Courier, March 23, 2020, https://www.bizjournals.com/cincinnati/news/2020/03/23/dewine-enactshiring-freeze-eyes-14-billion-cut-to.html; Andy Sher, “Tennessee imposes state hiring, purchasing freeze amid
coronavirus,” Chattanooga Times Free Press, April 27, 2020,
24
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The Families First FMAP provision gives Medicaid some protection from budget cuts by
modestly reducing the state cost of each dollar of Medicaid spending and (through its MOE
protections) preventing states from introducing new eligibility restrictions or terminating people’s
coverage while the higher FMAP is in place. But without more federal help, states will likely address
their budget shortfalls by making it harder for eligible people to enroll, eliminating or restricting
optional Medicaid services, or cutting provider payments.
Some of these cuts may be especially problematic for responding to COVID-19:
• Cuts to

eligibility staff, call centers, or offices that create application backlogs and delay access
to coverage could delay testing and treatment for COVID-19, impeding efforts to monitor the
spread of the virus and quarantine those infected.

• HCBS

will likely be a particular target for cuts since they are the largest category of optional
services in Medicaid. As noted above, seniors and people with disabilities are particularly
vulnerable to COVID-19 and are likely safer in their homes than in nursing homes. Cuts to
HCBS could force some into nursing homes and leave others without needed care.

• Cuts to

Medicaid provider payment rates could compound the financial challenges already
facing physicians, hospitals, behavioral health providers, home health workers, and others.25

Meanwhile, if the Families First FMAP increase, and with it the MOE protections, end as
scheduled at the end of the public health emergency — with unemployment still elevated and state
budgets still in crisis — then states would likely also cut eligibility, as they did in the early 2000s.

Additional, Longer-Lasting FMAP Increases Needed
The next COVID-19 response legislation should include additional, longer-lasting FMAP
increases, which are needed to protect coverage even if Congress also provides other forms of state
fiscal relief, as it should.
Assistance Provided to Date Is Inadequate
The Families First FMAP increase will provide states with about $40 billion in funding for each
full year it is in effect, and the CARES Act provided only about $30 billion in flexible funding to
help states offset declining revenues and increased demand for Medicaid and other safety net
programs.26 The CARES Act provided another $110 billion to states, but subsequent guidance from
Treasury barred states from using the funds to cover their revenue shortfalls. For comparison, states
https://www.timesfreepress.com/news/local/story/2020/apr/27/tennessee-imposes-state-hiring-purchasingfre/521634/; and Alan Suderman, “Virginia Governor Orders Hiring Freeze; Agency Heads to Look for Cuts,” NBC
News, April 4, 2020, https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/virginia-governor-orders-hiring-freeze-agencyheads-to-look-for-cuts/2262982/.
See, for example, Martha Bebinger, “COVID-19 Hits Some Health Care Workers with Pay Cuts and Layoffs,”
National Public Radio, April 2, 2020, https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2020/04/02/826232423/covid-19hits-some-health-care-workers-with-pay-cuts-and-layoffs.
25

Elizabeth McNichol, Michael Leachman, and Joshuah Marshall, “States Need Significantly More Fiscal Relief to Slow
the Emerging Deep Recession,” Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, April 14, 2020,
https://www.cbpp.org/research/state-budget-and-tax/states-need-significantly-more-fiscal-relief-to-slow-the-emergingdeep.
26
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face about $650 billion in projected shortfalls through the end of their 2022 fiscal year, as discussed
above.
The Families First FMAP increase is inadequate in several respects:
• It

is too small. The 6.2 percentage-point increase has only a modest impact on states’ cost
per dollar of Medicaid spending, and thus only a modest impact on their incentives to
maintain Medicaid. During the Great Recession, Congress ultimately increased the average
state FMAP by almost twice as much.

• It is

slated to end too soon, at the end of the quarter in which the Secretary of Health and
Human Services declares the end of the official public health emergency. While the COVID19 public health crisis seems likely to persist for some time, the economic crisis — and with it,
the state budget crisis — will likely last longer, with forecasters projecting high unemployment
through 2021 and beyond. If the FMAP increase ends prematurely, the MOE protections will
end with it, and so if states still face large budget shortfalls, they will likely cut Medicaid
eligibility.

• It does

not apply to ACA expansion enrollees. This omission is problematic, because states
that expanded Medicaid will offer coverage to far more newly unemployed or newly poor
adults than non-expansion states, and so they will likely experience much greater enrollment
growth. From 2014 to 2018, Medicaid covered about 36 percent of unemployed adults in
expansion states, compared to just 16 percent in non-expansion states.27 In addition,
expansion covers millions of older adults and people with underlying health conditions, and so
expansion states will likely also incur greater COVID-19 treatment costs. While the federal
government covers 90 percent of expansion costs, enrollment growth and COVID-19
treatment costs will still increase state expenditures.
Increase Should Respond to Need and Protect Coverage

Policymakers should adopt additional FMAP increases that: (1) continue until the economy has
truly recovered; (2) automatically scale up or down based on the extent of the downturn; and (3)
apply to people covered through Medicaid expansion — principles endorsed by the bipartisan
National Governors Association. (See box.) Equally important, additional FMAP increases should
continue strong MOE protections along the lines of those in Families First, which are critical to
preventing Medicaid eligibility cuts.28
The Take Responsibility for Workers and Families Act (H.R. 6379) includes an FMAP proposal
that meets these criteria. Specifically, a state’s FMAP — including for expansion enrollees — would
increase by 4.8 percentage points for each 1 percentage point of excess unemployment relative to a

Anuj Gangopadhyaya and Bowen Garrett, “Unemployment, Health Insurance, and the COVID-19 Recession,” Urban
Institute, April 2020, https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/101946/unemployment-health-insuranceand-the-covid-19-recession_1.pdf.
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For a response to criticisms of the Families First Act MOE, see Judith Solomon, Jennifer Wagner, and Aviva AronDine, “Medicaid Protections in Families First Act Critical to Protecting Coverage,” Center on Budget and Policy
Priorities, April 17, 2020, https://www.cbpp.org/research/health/medicaid-protections-in-families-first-act-critical-toprotecting-health-coverage.
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threshold based on the state’s past unemployment rates.29 This policy would be permanent law, and
so a state would continue to receive additional federal funding until its unemployment rate returned
to normal; states would also receive additional funding in future downturns. The bill’s MOE
protections would prevent states from adopting new eligibility restrictions and require them to
provide enrollees with 12 months of continuous coverage during downturns.
If Congress adopted this policy, it would automatically cover about two-thirds of the state budget
shortfalls that result from the downturn. If the downturn proved deeper or longer than expected,
states would get more help; if it proved shallower or shorter, they’d get less. This design would also
automatically give more help to states hit especially hard by the recession, whether because their
economies are especially dependent on affected industries or because they implement longer or
more extensive social distancing to keep their residents safe.
Delivering State Aid Through Higher FMAP Protects Health Coverage
The federal government could also deliver state aid that’s responsive to economic conditions
through a grant program. But it should deliver at least a significant portion of state aid through the
FMAP in order to protect health coverage. Unlike other forms of state fiscal relief, FMAP increases:
• Protect

coverage by reducing states’ costs per dollar of Medicaid spending. That is
especially important to protect HCBS and other optional benefits, which are likely targets for
cuts, as discussed above.

• Protect

coverage through MOE requirements, which prevent states from cutting
eligibility.

• Incentivize

Medicaid investments to respond to the crisis. By lowering state costs,
additional FMAP increases would encourage more states to use Medicaid flexibilities to
provide needed services, support health providers, and make it easier to enroll in coverage
during the public health crisis.

• Automatically

adjust based on states’ costs. Unlike other forms of state aid, FMAP
increases (even without triggers linked to unemployment rates) will provide more funding if a
deeper-than-expected recession causes more people to enroll in Medicaid or if states incur
higher-than-expected treatment costs related to COVID-19.

Because the match rate for expansion enrollees is already 90 percent, policymakers might consider instead providing
extra help to expansion states by giving them a large increase in their base FMAP, rather than applying the FMAP
increase directly to the match for expansion enrollees. The FMAP proposal in H.R. 6379 would apply the increase
directly to expansion enrollees. In cases where FMAPs would increase above 100 percent (for expansion or other
enrollees) it would let states apply excess FMAP to pre-recession quarters so they would still receive fiscal relief while
avoiding program integrity concerns.
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